Protein quality assessment (QA) has played an important role in protein structure prediction. We developed a novel single-model quality assessment method-Qprob. Qprob calculates the absolute error for each protein feature value against the true quality scores (i.e. GDT-TS scores) of protein structural models, and uses them to estimate its probability density distribution for quality assessment. Qprob has been blindly tested on the 11th Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP11) as MULTICOM-NOVEL server. The official CASP result shows that Qprob ranks as one of the top single-model QA methods. In addition, Qprob makes contributions to our protein tertiary structure predictor MULTICOM, which is officially ranked 3rd out of 143 predictors. The good performance shows that Qprob is good at assessing the quality of models of hard targets. These results demonstrate that this new probability density distribution based method is effective for protein single-model quality assessment and is useful for protein structure prediction. The webserver of Qprob is available at: http:// calla.rnet.missouri.edu/qprob/. The software is now freely available in the web server of Qprob.
The number of protein sequences has grown exponentially during the last few decades because of the wide application of high-throughput next-generation sequencing technologies 1 . This ensures the importance of computational methods in bioinformatics and computational biology that are much cheaper and faster than experimental methods 2 for annotating the structure and function of these protein sequences [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . A lot of progress has been made recently for protein structure prediction in terms of both template-based modeling and template-free modeling assisted by the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP).
During the prediction of protein structure, one important task is protein model quality assessment. The model quality assessment problem can be defined as ranking structure models of a protein without knowing its native structure, which is commonly used to rank and select many alternative decoy models generated by modern protein structure prediction methods. In general, there are two different kinds of protein quality assessment (QA) methods: single-model quality assessment [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and consensus model quality assessment [15] [16] [17] . According to the previous CASP experiments, the consensus quality assessment methods usually perform better than the single-model quality assessment methods, especially when there is a good consensus in the model pool. However, it is also known that the consensus quality assessment may fail badly when there are a large portion of low-quality models in the model pool that are similar to each other 9 . Moreover, consensus quality assessment methods are very slow when there are more than tens of thousands of models to assess. Therefore, more and more single-model methods are developed to address these problems. Currently, most single-model methods use the evolution information 18 , residue environment compatibility 19 , structural features and physics-based knowledge [11] [12] [13] [14] [20] [21] [22] as features to assess model quality. Some hybrid methods also try to combine the single-model and consensus methods to achieve good performance 2, 4 . In the work, we develop a single-model QA method (Qprob) that combines structural, physicochemical, and energy features extracted from a single model to improve protein model quality assessment. To the best of our knowledge, Qprob is the first method that estimates the errors of these features and integrates them by probability density functions to assess model quality assessment.
Specifically, we benchmarked four protein energy scores in combination with seven physicochemical and structural features. We quantify the effectiveness of these features on the PISCES 23 database, and calibrate their weights for combination. The probability density function of the errors between predicted quality scores and real GDT-TS scores for each feature is generated, assuming that the error between each predicted score and the real Scientific RepoRts | 6:23990 | DOI: 10.1038/srep23990 score roughly obeys the normal distribution. By combining the probability density distributions of all features, we can predict the global quality score of a model. The performance of Qprob is similar to the state-of-the-art single-model performance during the blind CASP11 experiment, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the probability density distribution based quality assessment methods.
The paper is organized as follows. In the Methods Section, we describe each feature and the calculation of the global quality assessment score in detail. In the Result Section, we report the performance of our method in the CASP11 experiment. In the Discussion Section, we summarize the results and conclude with the direction of future works.
Results
Feature normalization results. We use 11 feature scores in total in our method, and there is no need to do normalization for most of them. However, some features, especially the energy scores are dependent on the sequence length, and not in the range of 0 and 1. So we need to normalize these scores before using them. We use PISCES database to benchmark and normalize three scores (DFIRE2 score, RWplus score, and RF_CB_SRS_OD score) to remove length dependency. The sequence identity cutoff between any two sequences in the PISCES database is 20%, the resolution cutoff of structure is 1.8 Angstroms, and the R-factor cutoff of structure is 0.25. Figure 1 shows the plot of the three original energy scores (DFIRE2, RWplus, and RF_CB_SRS_OD scores) versus protein length. We use linear regression to fit the energy score with the protein length (see the linear line in Fig. 1 ). The following linear function formula describes the relationship between protein sequence length and the energy score: L is the protein sequence length. Based on these linear relationships, to normalize these scores into the range of 0 and 1, we use the following formula: P Dfire score is the predicted DFIRE2 score, P RW plus score is the predicted RWplus score, and P RF_CB_SRS_OD score is the predicted RF_CB_SRS_OD score. P Dfire score is set to the range of −1.971*L and 0, P RW plus score is set to the range of −232.6*L and 0, and P RF_CB_SRS_OD score is set to the range of 0.4823*L-300 and 700 based on the benchmark of all scores in CASP9 targets so that most of models are in this range.
Feature error estimation results. We use each of 11 feature scores including three normalized energy scores to predict the quality score of the models of CASP9 targets, and the difference between predicted score and real GDT-TS score for each model is used estimate the probability of the error of each feature. Figure 2 shows the probability density distribution of all 11 features, respectively. The x-axis is the error between predicted score and real GDT-TS score, and the y-axis is the probability density distribution of the error. The mean and standard deviation is also listed in the figures. We use a normal distribution to fit these errors. According to the results, ModelEvaluator score has the mean −0.0219, which is the closest to the real average GDT-TS score. In addition, it has the minimum standard deviation, which suggests it is the most stable feature for evaluating the global model quality. In contrast, the Euclidean compact score has the maximum absolute mean error (0.4119), showing it is most different from the real GDT-TS score.
Global quality assessment results. Qprob was blindly tested on CASP11 as MULTICOM-NOVEL server, and was used for the human tertiary structure predictor MULTICOM. MUTLCIOM is officially ranked 3rd out of 143 predictors according to the total scores of the first models predicted. According to the analysis result by removing each QA method from MULTICOM, the removal of Qprob causes the biggest decrease in the average Z-score of top one models selected by MULTICOM method (Z-score from 1.364 to 1.321) 2, 4 , showing Qprob makes big contribution to MUTLCOM. Our method is one of the best single-model QA method based on the CASP official evaluation 24 and our own evaluations reported in Tables 1 and 2 . Table 1 depicts the per-target average correlation, average GDT-TS loss, average spearman's correlation, and average kendall tau correlation of our method Qprob and other pure single-model QA methods on Stage 1 (sel20) CASP11 datasets. These scores are calculated by comparing the model quality scores predicted by each of these methods with the real model quality scores. We also report the p-value of the pairwise Wilcoxon signed ranked sum test for the difference of loss/correlation between Qprob and other pure single-model QA methods. The method in the table are ordered by the average GDT-TS loss (the difference of GDT-TS score of the best model and predicted top 1 model) that assess a method's capability of selecting good models. According to Table 1 , Qprob is ranked third based on the average GDT-TS loss on Stage 1 CASP11 datasets. According to 0.01 significant threshold of p-value, there is no significant difference between Qprob and the two state-of-the-art QA methods ProQ2 and ProQ2-refine in terms of both correlation and loss. The difference on average Spearman's correlation and Kendall tau correlation is also small between Qprob and the other two top performing methods. Other than CASP11 QA server predictors, we also compare Qprob with five single-model QA scores that are highlighted in bold in Table 1 . The five scores are ModelEvaluator score, Dope score, DFIRE2 score, RWplus score, and RF_CB_SRS_OD score. The result shows Qprob performs better than these scores in terms of both correlation and loss. Moreover, the difference of correlation between Qprob and four QA scores (Dope score, DFIRE2 score, RWplus score, and RF_CB_SRS_OD score) is significant, and the difference of loss between Qprob and three QA scores (DFIRE2 score, RWplus score, and RF_CB_SRS_OD score) is significant according to 0.01 significance threshold. Finally, we also calculate the performance of the baseline consensus QA method DAVIS_consensus whose correlation and loss is 0.798 and 0.052 respectively. Not surprisingly, the performance of our single-model method Qprob is worse than DAVIS_consensus method, and the difference is significant. The p-value of difference in correlation and loss is 1.4e-12 and 1.6e-4 respectively. The difference is more significant between Qprob and the start-of-the-art consensus QA method Pcons-net 25 whose correlation and loss is 0.811 and 0.024, with p-value 1.93e-14 and 1.61e-6 respectively.
We also evaluate the performance of Qprob and other QA methods on Stage2 (top150) CASP11 datasets in single-model QA methods based on the average loss metric. The difference between Qprob and ProQ2 is not significant in terms of both correlation and loss, i.e., p-value is 0.2387 and 0.8636 respectively, showing Qprob achieved close to state-of-the-art model selection ability. Comparing Qprob with five scores (ModelEvaluator score, Dope score, DFIRE2 score, RWplus score, and RF_CB_SRS_OD score), the difference of correlation between Qprob and four scores (ModelEvaluator score, Dope score, DFIRE2 score, and RWplus score) is significant, and the difference of loss between Qprob and two scores (DFIRE2 score, and RF_CB_SRS_OD score) is significant according to p-value threshold 0.01. In addition, we also compare the performance of Qprob with baseline consensus method DAVIS_consensus on Stage2 (top150) CASP11 datasets. The per-target average correlation of DAVIS_consensus is 0.57, which is better than Qprob (with correlation 0.381). The difference of correlation is significant according to p-value 6.14e-4. However, the per-target loss of Qprob (i.e. 0.068) is better than DAVIS_consensus (i.e. 0.073). Although the difference of loss is not very significant (p-value 0.11), this shows Qprob performs at least as well as the consensus method on Stage2 CASP11 datasets. Moreover, compared with the top performing consensus QA method Pcons-net loss (i.e. 0.049), the difference of loss between Qprob and Pcons-net is still not very significant (p-value 0.19). To illustrate the model selection ability of the QA methods on hard targets whose model pool contains mostly low quality models, we evaluate the performance of Qprob and several top performing single-model/consensus QA methods on the template free CASP11 targets. We calculate the summation of Z-score for the top 1 model selected by each QA method. The result is shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3A shows the performance of each method on Stage 1 of CASP11 datasets. The single-model QA methods are in bold. The consensus QA methods have relatively better performance, where, the baseline pairwise method DAVIS_consensus gets the highest Z-score. Figure 3B shows the performance of each QA method on Stage 2 of CASP11 datasets. It is very interesting to see that the single-model QA methods have relatively better performance than consensus QA methods. Especially, our method Qprob and VoromQA have the highest Z-score comparing with other single QA methods. Another interesting finding is the pairwise method DAVIS_consensus has Z-score around 0, suggesting its performance is close to a random predictor. These results demonstrate the value of single-model QA method in selecting models of hard targets. The hybrid method MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT that combines both single-model and consensus methods ranks third, showing the combination of the two kinds of methods is also quite useful for model selection.
Discussion
In this paper, we introduce a novel single-model QA method Qprob. Different from other single-model QA methods, Qprob estimates the prediction error estimation of several different physicochemical, structural and energy feature scores, and use the combination of probability density distribution of the errors for the global quality assessment. We blindly tested our method in the CASP11 experiment, and it was ranked as one of the best single-model QA method based on the CASP official evaluation and our own evaluations. In particular, the good performance of our method on template free targets demonstrates its good capability of selecting models for hard targets. Furthermore, the method made valuable contribution to our MULTICOM human tertiary structure predictor-one of the best human predictors among all server and human predictors in CASP11. These results demonstrate the broad application of our method in model selection and protein structure prediction. 
Methods
In this section, we describe the calculation of 11 features, how to generate the probability density distributions of the prediction errors of these features, and how to combine these features for protein model quality assessment.
Feature generation. Our method uses structural/sequence features extracted from a structural model and its protein sequence, physicochemical characteristic of the structural model 21 , and four energy scores for predicting the global quality score of the model. The features include:
1. The RF_CB_SRS_OD score 11 is an energy score for evaluating the protein structure based on statistical distance dependent pairwise potentials. The score is normalized into the range of 0 and 1(see the normalization protocol in the Result section). 2. The secondary structure similarity score is calculated by comparing the secondary structure predicted by Spine X 26 from a protein sequence and those of a model parsed by DSSP 27 . 3. The secondary structure penalty percentage score is calculated by the following formula:
F H is the total number of predicted helix residues matching with the one parsed by DSSP. F S is the total number of predicted beta-sheet residues matching with the ones parsed by DSSP. N is the sequence length. 4. The Euclidean compact score is used to describe the compactness of a protein model. It is calculated by the following formula:
Eucli i and j is the index of any two amino acids, and Eucli(i, j) is the Euclidean distance of amino acid i and j in the structural model. 5. The surface score for exposed nonpolar residues describes the percentage of exposed area of the nonpolar residues, and is calculated as follows:
surf i i S i is the exposed area of residue i parsed by DSSP, and SE i is the exposed area of nonpolar residue i. The SE i is set to 0 if residue i is polar. 6. The exposed mass score describes the percentage of mass of exposed residues, and is calculated as follows:
mass i i i i S i is the exposed area of residue i parsed by DSSP, STN i is the total area of nonpolar residue i, and Mi is the total mass of residue i. 7. The exposed surface score describes the percentage of area of the residues exposed, and is calculated as follows:
exposed surface i i ST i is the total area of residue i parsed by DSSP, and S i is the exposed area of residue i. 8. The solvent accessibility similarity score is calculated by comparing solvent accessibility predicted SSpro4 28 from the protein sequence and those of a model parsed by DSSP 27 . 9. The RWplus score 12 is an energy score evaluating protein models based on distance-dependent atomic potential. The score is normalized to the range of 0 and 1. 10. The ModelEvaluator score 13 is a score evaluating protein models based on structural features and support vector machines. 11. The Dope score 14 is an energy score evaluating protein models based on the reference state of non-interacting atoms in homogeneous sphere. The score is normalized to the range of 0 and 1.
Feature errors estimation.
We calculate all feature scores for the models of 99 CASP9 targets, which in total have 22016 models. The feature error is calculated for each model using the following formula:
FE i,j is the error estimate of feature i on model j, F i,j is the predicted score of feature i on model j, and R j is the real GDT-TS score of model j. Based on these errors, we calculate the mean M i and standard deviation SD i for each feature i as follows: i is in the range of 1 and 11 which represent all 11 features. N is the total number of models. The feature error estimation statistics (mean and standard deviation of each feature) is used for global model quality score assessment.
Feature weight estimation. We use a method similar to EM algorithm for estimating the weight of each feature for combination. The weight for each feature is used to adjust the feature distributions. The algorithm has three steps as following:
1. Initialization: Randomly assign a weight to each feature. The weight value is chosen from the range −0.8 to 0.8 with the step size of 0.01, and assign the minimum average GDT-TS loss (Min-Loss) to 1. 2. Expectation step: calculating the per-target average loss using the current weight value set W benchmarked on CASP9 targets. 3. Maximization step: trying different weight values for feature i while fixing the weight of all other features.
For each weight w for feature i, get the average GDT-TS loss from step 2, and updating the Min-Loss (the minimum loss) if it is less than the current value of Min-Loss. The current weight value set W is updated if a new weight w of features i that lowers the loss is found. Repeat step 3 for the next feature i + 1 until all the features are used. And repeat the process until the current weight value set W is not changed.
After applying this algorithm on the CASP9 dataset, we obtain a weight value set W which has the minimum average GDT-TS loss. The best weights for 11 features are: [0.03, 0.09, 0.04, 0.08, 0.08, 0.01, 0.03, 0.10, 0.00, 0.09, −0.02].
Model quality assessment based on probability density function. Given a protein model, we first calculate feature score Pre i for each feature i (i is in the range [1 and 11] ). And then we calculate the adjusted score (an estimation of the real score) by Adjust_pre i = pre i -M i , while the mean M i and standard deviation SD i of each feature i has been calculated in the feature errors estimation as described above. We use the following probability density function of global quality X i for each feature i (the mean is Adjust_pre i and standard deviation is SD i ) to quantify the predicted global quality score X i : We normalize the probability score to convert it into the range of 0 and 1 with the following formula: _ = _ P norm X P X P Adjust pre ( ) ( ) ( ) (11)
The final global quality score is calculated by combining all 11 normal distributions from each feature prediction. Given a value X in the range of 0 and 1, we calculate the combined probability score as follows:
The value X that has the maximum combined probability score P_combine(X) is assigned as the global quality score for the model. Here, W i is the weight of feature i.
